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S. S. Hasan, presenting a model of the Vainu Bappu Telscope to M.G. K. Menon during
the Silver Jubilee Meeting of the Vainu Bappu Telescope.

A meeting to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the Vainu Bappu
Telescope was held during 10 - 12, August 2011. The 2.3 metre telescope
was built over the years 1978 to 1985 and was dedicated as the Vainu
Bappu Telescope by the late Shri Rajiv Gandhi on the 6th of January
1986. Twenty five years have passed and the VBT still remains the
largest optical facility in the country.
The dream of late M. K.Vainu Bappu, of an optical telescope of sizeable
aperture in India had its origins soon after he took charge as the Director
of the Kodaikanal Observatory. The Indian Institute of Astrophysics itself
was formed to embark on new initiatives in optical astronomy. The
founding Governing Council of the Institute, led by M.G. K. Menon gave
unstinting support and guidance to Vainu Bappu to commence building
the 90 inch telescope as it was referred to in those days. The telescope
project was exemplary in demonstrating the synergy of national
laboratories and private industry in building a state of the art facility
with comparatively meagre resources.
The meeting was inaugurated by S. S. Hasan, Director, IIA. The chief
guest for the event was M.G. K. Menon. Menon was the founder
chairman of the Governing council of the Institute in 1971 and he held
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Menon releasing the commemorative volume on VBT.

Yemuna Bappu, M. G. K. Menon, S. S. Hasan and Indu Menon at
the exhibition held at the Library at IIA, Bangalore.

as a memento to Menon. Mementos were also
this position for two decades. The founders day of the
presented to several dignitaries who contributed to
Institute is celebrated on the 10th of August every year,
the making of the VBT. The mementos for Bappu
as it is the birthday of the founder director M. K. Vainu
and Bhattacharyya were received by Mrs.Yemuna
Bappu. The meeting started with Menon and Hasan
Bappu and Mrs.Indira Bhattacharyya respectively. A.
garlanding the bust of Bappu. A commemorative
P. Jayarajan, A. K. Saxena, B. N. Karkera (on behalf
volume on VBT, which was specially prepared for the
of the BARC team), B. Mallikanadh, S. C. Tapde, A.
occasion was released by Menon. This volume was
K. Pati (on behalf of
distributed to all
the
IIA
team),
the participants
representative from
of the meeting.
,
Tata
Consulting
Menon delivered
Engineers (TCE) and
the founder's day
Walchandnagar
lecture titled The
Industries
also
Founder of IIA received mementos.
Vainu Bappu:
Many Memories
After the inaugural
and the Lessons
session, the meeting
we can Learn
had
scientific
from Him. In his
sessions with talks
talk,
Menon
highlighting
the
remembered his
science done with
association with
the VBT over the
Bappu, a truly
years, as well as
great man of
sessions recalling
visions
and
Participants at the VBT observing floor, Kavalur
technical
and
dreams for the
historical aspects of
country, from the
the VBT project itself.
first time he met
Wide range of topics, including solar system science,
him in the late 1950s. He recalled the days when Bappu
young stellar objects, eruptive variables, stellar
gave lectures on Astronomy and Astrophysics at the
abundances, star clusters, galaxies and AGN, were
invitation of Vikam Sarabhai at the Physical Research
presented in 20 talks spread over six sessions. One
Laboratory and how much he learned from these
session was dedicated to the making of the VBT,
lectures. He talked about similarities between Vainu
which had 4 talks. The first two days of the meeting
Bappu and Homi Bhabha, their meetings and
had evening lectures. David Lambert (Dept of
discussions, as well as the admiration of Bappu for
Astronomy, University of Texas, Austin, USA) gave a
Homi Bhabha. He also pointed out the responsibility
talk titled In my Craft or Sullen Art on the evening of
of the younger generation to carry forward Bappu's
August
10th, followed by a talk titled Chance and
vision for optical astronomy in the country.
Accident in Astronomy by J.V. Narlikar on the evening
of August 11th, 2011.
After the lecture, a model of the VBT was presented
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The participants travelled to the Vainu Bappu
Observatory, Kavalur on the third day. Two sessions
were held on the observing floor of the VBT. The first
session was titled Reminiscences of the VBT Project,
which had three talks. The second session was titled
Future Perspectives, which had 4 talks.
The meeting was attended by several scientists who
have used the telescope and those who were involved
in the making of the telescope, with the number of
participants touching 150. The meeting provided a

heartening get together for people who were associated
with the building of the telescope. New generation of
young astronomers could take a glimpse of the struggle
and success in the making of a indigenous telescope
and the researchers had an atmosphere for fruitful,
detailed discussions and future collaboration.
-Annapurni Subramaniam

Meeting on Recent Advances in Star-Formation : A Brief Report

The first of the two meetings to mark the silver jubilee
of the Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT), titled “Recent
advances in star formation: Observations and Theory”
was organized at the Bangalore campus between the
28th June and 1st July. This meeting brought together
leading researchers in the area of observational and
theoretical star-formation from within, and outside
India. The director, Siraj Hasan, and the Dean of the
faculty, Harish Bhatt, gave relentless support for the
organization of the meeting.
A team comprising of Sumedh Anathpindika, Mousumi
Das, and Padmakar Parihar led by Annapurni
Subramaniam organised the conference. The
conference was principally funded by the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics, and some partial financial
supprt was extended by the Department of Science &
Technology.
The theory of star-formation, as is perhaps well-known,

Deirdre Coffey from the Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies
presenting an evening talk titled, "Disks and jets in young stars:
Observations and unsolved problems", as part of the conference

presents a paradox; while on the one-hand the physical
processes leading to stellar birth are much better
understood now, the physical properties of star-forming
regions, hitherto less-known, are only being unraveled
over the last few years through a number of detailed
observational surveys at a number of wavelengths. The
enormous volume of data available today has therefore
significantly advanced our understanding of the subject.
The data collated from the Herschel and Spitzer space
observatories in the recent past, and the anticipation of
the ALMA telescope has provided an impetus to the global
star-formation community which has catapulted in to a
number of conferences dedicated to various aspects of
the subject. Encouraged by these activities on the global
scale, we decided to have one here, at the IIA.
The conference was conducted over a span of 4 days,
comprising of 7 sessions with each dedicated to a certain
aspect of star-formation. The scientific remit of this

A scene of active discussion during the star formation meeting.
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meeting, attended by 60 researchers including a
substantial number of research students, extended over
several, if not all areas of research on the subject of starformation. Close to a dozen posters were also presented
and viewed alongside the main conference proceedings
that extended over 7 sessions during which, 29 oral
presentations were made. The customary evening guest
lecture, on this occasion, was delivered by one of our
overseas participants, Dr. Deirdre Coffey, on molecular
outflows and jets from young stellar objects.
Subjects discussed at the meeting thus, included early
stages of stellar birth starting prestellar cores; jets and
outflows, accretion disks and formation of dwarfs were
also discussed. In this regard, new results about young
star-forming regions from the Herschel space telescope
were also presented. Episodes of stellar birth triggered
by ionising radiation though, received extensive attention
at the meeting and a number of star-formation sites in
the vicinity of HII bubbles were discussed in a sequence
of talks. Also discussed in the meeting were topics

related to the shock-induced assembly of gas in the
dense phase where stars were likely to form. Besides
the regions of isolated star-formation, clusters of stars
and their properties and extending further, to the starformation history in galactic disks including our own
Galaxy, were also discussed in considerable detail in
number of talks. The subject of extra-Galactic starformation also included those galaxies that exhibit a
unusually low rate of star-formation in contrast to some
others, replete with star-forming regions. The conference
concluded with presentations on the future prospects
for Astronomy in India. Oral presentations delivered at
this conference will soon be published by the
Astronomical Society of India in one of its dedicated
conference series.
- Sumedh Anathpindika

Polarized Line Formation with J -State Quantum Interference in a Two-Term Atom

The linearly polarized spectrum of the Sun is formed
due to coherent scattering processes in which
quantum interference (Q.I) phenomena plays a vital
role. The Na I DI, D2 and Ca II H, K are the two famous
double line systems, the polarization profiles of which
have remained unexplained for several decades. The
Q.I phenomena arises due to interference between
the fine structure levels (J-states). The scattering
matrix for the Q.I in the presence of arbitrary strength
magnetic fields was formulated in smitha et. al. (2011a)
85 years after the discovery of the Hanle effect (mstate interference). In Smitha et al. (2011b) we
incorporate this scattering matrix into the polarized
radiative transfer equation for the non-magnetic case.
We assume the atmospheric slab to be isothermal
with a given optical thickness. We present the
scattered Stokes profiles for a hypothetical doublet
at 5000 Å and 5001 Å coupled together through the
J-state interference. The line at 5000 Å is produced
by the transition Ju = 3/2 to Jl = 1/2 and the 5001 Å
line arises due to the transition Ju = 1/2 to Jl = 1/2.
We investigate the behavior of these Stokes profiles
by varying different properties of the atmospheric slabs
such as the total optical thickness, continuum opacity
and the thermalization parameter.
Fig, 1 shows a comparison between the Stokes
profiles computed with and without J-state
interference. The two side peaks on either side of the

Fig. 1.Stokes profiles computed without J-state interference
(dotted line) and with J-state interference (dashed line). The
optical thickness of the medium is T= 2 X 10 4 without any
background continuum. The lines of a multiplet cannot be
treated independently. The inset figure shows a two-term atom
showing J-state interference between the two transitions
(lines).

line center are referred to as the PRD peaks. The Jstate interference makes these peaks asymmetric
(dashed line) which otherwise would have been
symmetric (dotted line). The J-state interference is
also responsible for the sign reversal in Q/I between
the two lines (at 5000.3 Å). Also the PRD peaks of the
5001 Å line become anti-symmetric and more
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prominent due to J-state interference. But the intensity
is not much affected.

Fig. 2. Stokes profiles showing the effect of line separation
between the doublets. Three different line separations are
chosen namely 1 Å(solid line), 3 Å (dotted line), 6 Å (dashed
line). The other model parameters are same as in Figure 1.
The strength of the quantum interference drops, as the
separation increases.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of J-state interference for a
doublet with different strengths of fine structure
splitting. It can be seen from the figure that as the
line separation increases, the effects of J-state
interference weakens. However, the Q/I at the center
of the 1/2 to 1/2 line transition remains zero because
its polarizability factor is zero. Clearly the fine structure
separation is a measure of the strength of quantum
interference coupling. When the separation is large
the effect is weak. These results are published in
Smitha et al. (2011b).
References:
1. Smitha, H. N., Sampoorna, M., Nagendra, K. N.,
Stenflo, J. O., 2011a, Ap J, 733, 4
2. Smitha, H. N., Nagendra, K. N., Sampoorna, M.,
Stenflo, J. O., 2011b, A & A, 535, A35
- H. N. Smitha, K. N. Nagendra,
M. Sampoorna, J. O Stenflo*
*(Collaborator)

AGN Activity and Black Hole Masses in Low Surface Brightness Galaxies

A sample of nine low surface brightness (LSB) galaxies
had been observed using the 2m Himalayan Chandra
Telescope. The spectra of the nuclear region of nine
LSB galaxies have been obtained. In order to detect the
presence of an AGN at the center of these LSB galaxies,
the Hα line has been deblended into broad and narrow
components (Figure 1). Four LSB galaxies from our
sample, UGC 6614, UGC 1922, UGC 6968 and Malin 2
showed clear signatures of AGN activity. The black hole

The spectra showing the broad and narrow Hα components.

masses have been estimated assuming virial
approximation which are in the range 3 x 105 M . 3.8 x
10 6 M . . Such masses have been associated with
intermediate mass black holes. These LSB galaxies have
well developed bulges and their bulge stellar velocity
dispersion have been estimated using Ca II Triplet lines
(Figure 2). The mass of black hole and the stellar velocity
dispersion together have been plotted on a M-σ plot
(Figure 3). We find that all the three galaxies UGC 6614,

Fits for the CaII Triplet lines to estimate bulge velocity dispersion
(σ) .
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by intermediate population of a few 100 Myr while the
BCDGs masses are dominated by older population of
age >4 Gyr. The BCDGs studied here are less abundant
in metals when compared to sun but form a sample of
higher metallicity BCDGs.BCDGs contain copious
amount of HI which are 2-6 times extended than that
of stellar distribution. These are converted into stars
first plausibly due to galaxy-galaxy interaction and later
episodes of star formation could be from stellar winds
and supernovae. A few of the BCDGs reveal flatter radio
spectrum, localized star formation and localized radio
continuum in isolated galaxies which all lend support
to stochastic self propagating star formation.
Ramya willl be joining Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris
(IAP), Paris, France as a postdoctoral researcher for
a period of 2 years starting from January, 2012.
MBH vs σ plot for LSBs. LSBs lie below the line for normal galaxies.

UGC 6968 and F568-6 lie below the M-σ relation for nearby
galaxies. Thus we have found that although the bulges of
LSB galaxies may be well evolved, their nuclear black
hole masses are lower than those found in bright galaxies
and lie offset from the M-σ correlation. The results are
published in MNRAS, 418, 789.
- S. Ramya, T. P. Prabhu, M. Das

Ph D awarded
S. Ramya was
awarded Ph D in
Physics
in
November 2011 by
the Bangalore
University, for her
thesis
on
A
Comprehensive
Study of Star
Formation in Blue
Compact Dwarf Galaxies. She worked for her Ph D under
the supervision of T. P. Prabhu, Indian Institute of
Astrophysics.
Ramya made a detailed study of star formation
properties of blue compact dwarf galaxies (BCDGs).
She used the optical data of 15 BCDGs and fit the
data using Starburst99 stellar population synthesis
models, to study the star formation histories of these
BCDGs. Star formation in BCDGs occur as bursts
lasting a longer duration of ~1 Gyr followed by a short/
long quiescence. The galaxies stellar light is dominated

Publications*

July - September$
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Madras Observatory and the Independent Discovery of Great Comet Of 1831 by T G Taylor
The Great Comet C/1831 A1 (1830 II, 1831 a) is said
to have been found out as a naked-eye object in many
places. The first reported observation was made by
the English physicist John Herapath on 7.25 January
UT, about 6 A.M. from Hounslow Heath in England.
He observed it having a head as bright as a 2 mag
star and a white tail 1°- 2° in length. ‘The head was of
the same colour as the tail, but, in proportion, far more
splendid’ (Herapath 1831). The comet was discovered
around the same time, on 7.42 January, by R T Paine
from Boston, and subsequently by others (vide
Vsekhosvyatskii 1964; Kronk 2003). The comet had
passed its perihelion on Dec 28.1604, 1830. It passed
closest by the Earth on Dec 9, 1830 from 0.6856 AU
and on Feb 16, 1831 from 0.5335 AU (JPL Small-Body
Database Browser). G Santini who saw the comet first
on 8 January in Padova noted that the comet was
visible to the unaided eye through most of the month
of January. N Cacciatore saw the comet from Palermo
on the morning of 23 January having a bright nuclear
condensation about 20" across embedded in a 3'
nebulosity, with a tail 3 deg long. The Great Comet
was last observed on 19.8 March, 1831 (Kronk 2003).
Thomas Glanville Taylor (1804-48) at the Madras
Observatory was an independent discoverer of the
Great Comet of 1831. In the times, Taylor was

Astronomer to the East India Company’s Observatory
at Madras during the years 1830-48. He discovered
the comet the same day, in fact on 7.0097 January,
1831 UT, and carried out its observations until 20
February 1831 (see Kapoor 2011 for details). He
reported his observations (Taylor 1832) as follows:
‘1831, 7th January at 4h 50m. A.M. Saw a Comet
toward the East about 20 degrees high but
approaching twilight prevented observation.
8th January, 5h. A.M. Adjusted the five feet
Achromatic by Dollond as an Equatoreal, saw the
Comet with a power of 60 but it was too faint to allow
the field being illuminated, the following observations
were made, at the time of its occupying the centre
of the field of view.’
Using Antares as a comparison star, Taylor recorded
the Sidereal Time and the Horary Circle and
Declination Circle measures of the 8 January, 5h A.M.
observations and entered his remarks for the comet
so - ‘Very faint, tail 4° long observations not to be
depended upon to 5m’. From the true altitudes and
azimuths, Taylor provided in a table the mean time,
RA and NPD for the period 8 January – 20 February
1831. The positions published by Taylor for the
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various dates are close to those we can generate for
the comet using JPL’s Horizons On-Line Ephemeris
System (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/). In his report, Taylor
did not provide the Comet’s orbital elements though.
Just for reference here, the comet is parabolic, with q=
0.125887 AU, i= 135°.2630 and e=1.0.
T G Taylor deserves full credits for the independent
discovery of the comet C/1831 A1 though his reporting
has gone unnoticed. These were the times before the
advent of the telegraph and communications to a distant
England took rather long. Taylor does not provide hand
drawings to illustrate the appearance of the comet how
it looked at different times. The book he refers to in his
report, namely, the “Miscellaneous Observations”, also
is not traceable. Taylor’s first paper in the MNRAS
appeared in 1837, on his observations of the Halley’s
Comet (Taylor 1837). As Taylor initially published only
in the publications of the Madras Observatory, his report
on the comet of 1831 lay confined within the few pages
of the voluminous tract of the Volume I (Taylor 1832) of
the Observatory’s publications.
Information about T G Taylor in the IIA Archives is rather
incomplete at present. In his book, Records of the AngloNorman House of Glanville from AD 1050 to 1880
Glanville-Richards (1882, p. 121 to 145; http://
www.glanvillenet.info/roanhg8.htm) states about T G
Taylor, born to Thomas Taylor, Deputy Astronomer to
the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, as follows:
‘Thomas Glanville Taylor, F.R.S., born at Ashburton,
22 November, 1804, and after studying some time at
the Royal Observatory under his father, during which
period he gave every aid in his power to Colonel Sabine
when he was engaged in his experiments. "for
determinating the difference in the number of vibrations
made by an invariable pendulum," and also much aided
the same gentleman in his still more difficult and delicate
investigation respecting "the reduction to a vacuum of
the vibrations of an invariable pendulum."
Mr. T. Glanville Taylor also assisted Mr. Groombridge
with the reduction of his "Catalogue of Stars within 50o
of the North Pole." His ability and zeal were so much
approved of by the celebrated Astronomer Royal, John
Pond, Esq., F.R.S., that at that gentleman's
recommendation Mr. T. Glanville Taylor was appointed
in 1830 Astronomer at Madras; while in that position,
he published his "Astronomical Observations" in five
volumes, besides which he made a very extensive
series of Meteorological and Magnetic Observations in
different parts of India’.
Taylor was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society on 10
February 1842. He was also Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society. Some more details on T.G. Taylor

can be accessed in Markham (1878, p. 329-330) and
in the write-up of Agnes Mary Clerke in the Dictionary
of National Biography, 1885-1900, Vol 55 where it is
stated that he died at Southampton on 4 May 1848
(http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/
Taylor,_Thomas_Glanville_(DNB00).
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Outreach Programme at Merak

IIA gave a Galileoscope, educational books and DVDs for
the middle school at Merak as a part of its outreach
programme. A desktop projector available at the Merak
field station of IIA is also being utilized for displaying
astronomy and science programmes.
- Namgyal Dorjay and K.E.Rangarajan
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A Gallery of Images and Results from VBT
Galaxy images by Swara R.

M51

NGC 2903

Vainu Bappu Telescope, Kavalur
NGC 1365

Photo credit: T. K. Murali Das

NGC 27

Ultr-high resolution spectrum of planet-hosting K giant.

GRB 000301C Afterglow Bhargavi et al. 2000 ApJ, 545, 77

Spectrum of a proto planetary nebula IRAS 17395-0842 J. Vijapurkar et al.,1997, AJ, 114, 1573.
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Üð¸ðØððæðð ¨÷î êð÷ëð Ùð÷ü £Ñðâðò×ÏðÚððü
òèüÇó ¨îðÚðáäððâðð: çðüçÆððÐð Ùð÷ü çðôμððÝ ÞÑð çð÷ òèüÇó ¨÷î ¨îðÚððáÐãðÚðÐð
ÃðÆðð ¨îðÚðáçððÏð¨î ìððÐð ÑßðÑÃð ÑßäððçðòÐð¨î ¨îÙðáμððòÜÚðð÷ü ¨îð÷ òèüÇó Ùð÷ü
¨îðÙð¨îð¸ð ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îó êðÙðÃðð ¨îð÷ ×ðÁÿðÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ òÇÐððü¨î 24 ¡±ðçÃð,
2011 ¨îð÷ òèüÇó ¨îðÚðáäððâðð ¨îð ¡ðÚðð÷¸ðÐð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| ØððÜÃðóÚð
ÃððÜðØððøòÃð¨îó çðüçÆððÐð, ×ð÷ü±ðâðõÜ ¨÷î ¡ÐðôØðð±ð ¡òÏð¨îðÜó (òèüÇó) åó
òçðãðÐð÷çðÐð Üð¸ðÐð¾÷çðÐð Ðð÷ £©Ãð ¨îðÚðáäððâðð ¨îð çðüμððâðÐð ò¨îÚðð|
£Ðèð÷üÐð÷ £ÑðòçÆðÃð 13 ÑßäððçðòÐð¨î ¨îÙðáμððòÜÚðð÷ü ¨îð÷ òèüÇó òÇãðçð ¨îð
ÙðèÃãð ÃðÆðð òèüÇó Ñð®ðãððÀÿ÷ ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð ¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð ¨îó ¸ððÐð÷ ãððâðó
ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¡ð÷ü ¨÷î çðü×ðüòÏðÃð ¸ððÐð¨îðòÜÚððü Çóü ò¸ðçðçð÷ ãð÷ âððØððòÐãðÃð
èô¦|

òÇÐððü¨î 14 òçðÃðü×ðÜ, 2011 ¨îð÷ ¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð òèüÇó òÇãðçð çðÙððÜð÷è Ùð÷ü
òÐðÇ÷äð¨î Ùðèð÷ÇÚð ¨÷î çððÆð ãðòÜæ¿ ¡òÏð¨îðòÜÚðð÷ü ÃðÆðð ¨îÙðáμððÜó±ðÂð

ãð÷Âðô ×ðÑÑðô ãð÷Ïðäððâðð, ¨îðãðâðõÜ : òÇÐððü¨î 16 òçðÃðü×ðÜ, 2011 ¨îð÷ òèüÇó
Ñð®ðãððÀÿð -2011 ¨÷î çðÙððÜð÷è ¨î÷ çðü×ðüÏð Ùð÷ü òÐðÙÐðãðÃð Çð÷ òèüÇó
ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¦ü ¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð ¨îó ±ð‚áÈ ÐððÙðÃð: ÑßäððçðòÐð¨î äð×Çðãðâðó ÃðÆðð
òèüÇó ÑßäÐðð÷ÃÃðÜó ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¦ü| ÃðÇð÷ÑðÜðüÃð ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¡ð÷ü ¨÷î 08
òãð¸ð÷ Ã ðð¡ð÷ ü ¨îð÷ êð÷ ë ðóÚð ¨÷ î ÐÍ ¨÷ î ¡ðãððçðóÚð ãðø ì ððòÐð¨î Àðù .
ÙðôÃÆðôÙððòÜÚðÑÑðÐð Ðð÷ ¡ÐðôÙðð÷òÇÃð Üð÷¨îÀÿ ÑðôÜç¨îðÜ òãðÃðòÜÃð ò¨î¦|

òÇÐððü¨î 24 ¡±ðçÃð, 2011 ¨îð÷ ¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð òèüÇó ¨îðÚðáäððâðð Ùð÷ü ÑßäððçðòÐð¨î
¡òÏð¨îðÜó ¨÷î çððÆð £ÑðòçÆðÃð ¨îÙðáμððÜó±ðÂð

òèüÇó Ñð®ðãððÀÿð ãð òèüÇó òÇãðçð çðÙððÜð÷è - 2011
ØððÃððçð, ×ð÷ü±ðâðõÜ: çðüçÆððÐð Ùð÷ü òÇÐððü¨î 02 òçðÃðü×ðÜ, 2011 çð÷ 14
òçðÃðü×ðÜ, 2011 ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð òèüÇó Ñð®ðãððÀÿð ¨îð ¡ðÚðð÷¸ðÐð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð|
£©Ãð ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð äððçð¨îóÚð ¨îÙðáμððòÜÚðð÷ü ¨îð÷ Üð¸ðØððæðð òèüÇó ¨÷î ÑßòÃð
Ýòμð ÚðÆððãðÃð ×ðÐðð¦ Ü®ðÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ òÐðÙÐðãðÃð ¶: ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¦ü
¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð ¨îó ±ð‚áÈ ÐððÙðÃð: òèüÇó ãð±ðáÑðè÷âðó, òèüÇó ãððÇ-òãðãððÇ, òèüÇó
±ððÐð, ÃðçãðóÜ ©Úðð ×ðð÷âðÃðó èø, òèüÇó ÑßäÐðð÷ÃÃðÜó ÃðÆðð òèüÇó çðôâð÷®ð
ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¦ü| 14 òçðÃðü×ðÜ 2011 ¨îð÷ òèüÇó òÇãðçð ØðãÚð ÞÑð çð÷
ÙðÐððÚðð ±ðÚðð| ‚çð çðÙððÜð÷è ¨îó ¡ÏÚðêðÃðð ¡ðμððÚðá ¦çð.¦çð. èçðÐð,
òÐðÇ÷äð¨î Ùðèð÷ÇÚð Ðð÷ ¨îó| £Ðèð÷üÐð÷ çðØðó ¨îÙðáμððòÜÚðð÷ü çð÷ Úðè ¡ðäðð
ãÚð©Ãð ¨îó ò¨î çðÜ¨îðÜó ¨îðÙð¨îð¸ð ¡òÏð¨îðòÏð¨î òèüÇó Ùð÷ü òÐðæÑððÇÐð
¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îð ÑßÚððçð ¨îÜ÷| ÃðÇð÷ÑðÜðüÃð ¡ÏÚðêð Ùðèð÷ÇÚð Ðð÷ £©Ãð
ÑßòÃðÚðð÷ò±ðÃðð¡ð÷ü ¨÷î òãð¸ð÷Ãðð¡ð÷ü ¨îð÷ ¡ÐðôÙðð÷òÇÃð Üð¨÷îÀÿ ÑðôÜç¨îðÜ ãð
ÑßäðòçÃð Ñðëð ÑßÇðÐð ò¨îÚðð| åó òçðãðÐð÷çðÐð Üð¸ðÐð¾÷çðÐð, ¡ÐðôØðð±ð
¡òÏð¨îðÜó (òèüÇó) Ðð÷ ÏðÐÚðãððÇ ìððÑðÐð ÑßçÃðôÃð ò¨îÚðð ÃðÆðð ÃðÃÑðäμððÃð
òèüÇó òÇãðçð çðÙððÜðè÷ çðô®ðÇ çðôÑðÐÐð èô¡ð|

òÇÐððü¨î 16 òçðÃðü×ðÜ, 2011 ¨îð÷ ¡ðÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð òèüÇó Ñð®ðãððÀÿð-2011 ¨÷î
çðÙððÜð÷è Ùð÷ü(×ðð¦ü çð÷ Çð¦ü) Àðù. ÙðôÃÆðÙðððòÜÚðÑÑðÐð, ¡ðãððçðóÚð ãðøìððòÐð¨î ¨÷î
çððÆð ãð÷ââð÷ çð÷âãðó, åóòÐðãððçðÜðãð, ÑðÐÐðóÜçð÷âãðÙð, òçðãðÐð÷çðÐð
Üð¸ðÐð¾÷çðÐð(ØððÃððçðü) ÃðÆðð çðô×ßÙðòÂð|

åó òçðãðÐð÷çðÐð Üð¸ðÐð¾÷çðÐð
¡ÐðôØðð±ð ¡òÏð¨îðÜó (òèüÇó)
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Recognition by OSA: A. Vyas
...Mr. A. P. Balakrishnan who
joined
IIA, Bangalore on
28.04.1980 as Helper B retired
as Sr. Technical Asst. 'B' on
31.7.2011 on attaining the age of
superannuation.

Vyas Akondi was the recipient of the 2011 Robert S. Hilbert Memorial
Student Travel Grant, given by the OSA Foundation (OSAF)

Vyas Akondi was the recipient of the 2011 Robert S.
Hilbert Memorial Student Travel Grant, given by the OSA
Foundation (OSAF) for the Imaging and Applied Optics:
OSA Optics and Photonics Congress. Akondi presented
two papers, "Evaluation of the performance of centroiding
algorithms with varying spot size: case of WFS calibration
for the TMT NFIRAOS" and "Multi-dither Shack Hartmann
sensor for large telescopes: A numerical performance
evaluation", at Adaptive Optics: Methods, Analysis and
Applications (AO) which took place July 10 – 14 in Toronto,
Canada. Akondi was formally recognized during a lunch
held on July 12.

... Mr. A. Vincent who joined the
services of IIA at Kodaikanal as
Telescope helper on 28.04.1980
retired as Admin. Assistant on
31.07.2011 on attaining the age of
superannuation.

...Mr. M. Malleshaiah who joined
IIA, Bangalore as Chowkidar on
05.11.1975 was elevated to
various positions. He expired on
19.07.2011 due to cancer. He
was holding the position of
Junior Technical Assistant 'B' on
the date of death.

Farewell

... Mr. M. Subramani who
joined the services of IIA,
Bangalore on 05.07.1978 as
Telescope Helper, was
elevated to various positions.
He opted for voluntary
retirement on personal grounds
and was accordingly relieved
on 31.07.2011. He was holding
the position of Sr.Chowkidar 'B'
on the date of retirement.

IIA wishes all the best to ...
...Dr. A. K. Saxena who joined the
services of IIA as Research
Associate on 19.03.1974, was
elevated to various positions, retired
as Engineer 'G' at Bangalore on
31.07.2011 on attaining the age of
superannuation extended upto 62
years.

Chandrasekhar Post-Doctoral Fellowship
The Director, IIA invites applications from exceptionally bright candidates with outstanding academic credentials for the
award of ‘Chandrasekhar Post-Doctoral Fellowships’ in all areas of astrophysics. Applications are accepted at any time
of the year. The fellowship is for an initial period of two years, extendable to three, with a monthly stipend of Rs.50,000/
- to Rs. 55,000/- for candidates with up to 2 years post-doctoral experience and Rs 55,000/- to 60, 000/- for those with
more than two years experience. An annual contingency grant of Rs.2,00,000/-, housing and medical benefits, and
support for travel to Bangalore. More details are at http://www.iiap.res.in/postdoc.htm.
Editors: S. P. Rajaguru, T. Sivarani and S. Rajiva
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